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Red Imps getting ready
for Pepe Reyes Cup this
weekend
Europa FC continued with their preparations as they get ready
for Sunday's Pepe Reyes Cup Final against Lincoln Red Imps. In
their latest matches they player Iberos Fc winning the match.
The match has already seen some controversy after requested for
it to be rescheduled after consideration over Lincoln's progress in
the Europa League.
GFA officials have indicated that there will be no changes to the
schedules with the match expected to be played this Sunday at
the Victoria Stadium. Prior to the cup final Victoria Stadium will
see the semi finals of the women's Friendly tournament played
out on Saturday providing a weekend long of football before the
domestic league starts in earnest next week.
Lincoln in the meantime are seen as one of the clubs in top form
at the moment after having gone throughout the summer training and playing competitively in Europe. Their present form has
seen many predicting Lincoln are the most likely team to steam
ahead at the start of the season due to their current form.

Women's tournament will
see Euro winners playing
Four players from the Spanish U19 side that recently won the
Euros against Germany's U19 side are expected to be among the
players heading to Gibraltar and La Linea to play in the Women's
Friendly tournament that kicks off today. The first match will
be played in La Linea between Huelva and Paris. Then at 8pm
Everton will play US side Salsa.
Three players from Atletico Madrid joined their clubmates last
week after returning from the Euro's with the fourth player joining Real Betis whose group matches are in La Linea.
The Atletico players will be playing in Gibraltar.
The teams playing in the tournament have this summer seen
new signings come in as they strengthen their squads for the
forthcoming season. With teams having as many as seven new
signings(Huelva),the Women's Friendly Tournament should see
some high end competition as teams put their players through
their paces before the start of their own domestic and international matches. Teams should be looking at ensuring the new
signings gel well together providing and added dimension to the
tournament.
It would also provide local women's football fans a chance to see
at first hand international players who have just come back from
winning the Women's Euros.

